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1. Introduction 

Recently a number of tree search algorithms have been 

developed   for  solving combinatorial optimizational  problems   (see, 

for  example,   (l,   2,  4j ) .     One  such approach by J.   F.   Pierce and 

0.  J. Hatfield   l3J   is particularly interesting because it applies 

to a wide  range of  important  problems  in production  sequencing. 

A key feature of tree  search approaches  in general,   and the  Pierce 

and Hatfield algorithm  in particular,   is the use of tests to ex- 

clude dominated alternatives  from consideration.     The purpose of 

this paper   is to develop several  relations that  lead to tests 

other than  those proposed by Pierce and Hatfield   in order to 

reduce the number of solutions  examined by their  algorithm   (and 

other tree  search methods for the same problem) . 

2. The Sequencing Problem 

Consider a  set  of n+1   jobs,  designated  0,   1 n,   to 

be processed on a single machine,  where a'       represents the   (non- 

negative)   set up time for job j   immediately after processing job 

i,   and p'     represents the   (nonnegative)  time required to process 

j  once   it   is  ready. 

Assuming that  job 0 must go on the machine first and  job 

n  last   (0 and n can be dummy jobs),  the problem is to find a way 

of sequencing the remaining  jobs  so that each one  is processed 

exactly once and the total machine time is minimized.     In addition, 

Thus,  by convention we may  let a'     =a'    =a'     =oo for all j  to 

indicate that  no job is permitted to precede itself or job 0,  or 

to  follow  job n. 
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each job j must be completed by its deadline d. (dn «■ Max (d ■). 

Following the formulation of [ 3] , we seek a permutation 

(iÄi i, , ... i i ) of (0, 1 n) to o  1       n 

n 

Minimize p  + Z^  (»' <   ^  + P* i ) (1) 
io k=l Wk    " lk' 

.i subject to t.  = P. + Z_i (ai   i  + P*.  = cl. (2) 
1j   i© k=l   Tc-l k    ^   ij 

where io=0, in"n, and t^  is the actual completion time of the 
j 

j th job in the sequence. 

Pierce and Hatfield note that p. defined by p.'p* + 

Vlin   (a V.) provides a lower bound on the total processing and set 

up time for job j, regardless of which job i precedes it (to 

accommodate j=0, let p =P'0)« Thus, if 

L   Pi-dn 
3=0  ^ 

the problem has no feasible solution.    More generally,   replacing 

a'-.+p'-   by p.,   a result of Smith  15]   states that maximum lateness, 

Max   (t    - d .)»   is minimized when  d,   =dÄ «  ...   = d   . 
l^j       j ^ 1      2 n 

Consequently,   assuming that the jobs are ordered  in this 

way,   it  follows that the problem has a  feasible  solution only if 

IT   pj ^ dk , k=l n (3) 

Pierce and Hatfield use this result to construct  several of the 

tests of their  algorithm.    We will propose somewhat more restrict- 

ive tests and  suggest a way of  reorgani7;ing the problem that makes 

it possible to exploit Smith's  result  in a more effective way.     In 
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additlon,  we will give  a  slightly more general  result that also 

permits  a more   limiting  feasibility test  than   (3). 

3.      Recasting the   Problem 

It  is convenient  to restate the problem  in the  following 

form.     Represent  the n+1   jobs by n+1  nodes,   where a    =a' . ■+?'. 
ij       1J       3 

represents the  length of  arc   (i,   j)   from node   i to node j.    The 

problem then is to  find the shortest   (directed)   path from node  0 

to node n that goes through each node j  exactly once,   and  for 

which the distance from node 0 to each node  j   does not exceed d.. 

The process of enumerating alternative paths  is conven- 

iently accomplished by enumerating sets of arcs   (i,   j).    As ob- 

served   in  j3J    (in  a slightly different  framework),   if arc   (i,   j) 

is  chosen to be  included   in the path,   then   (i,   j)   essentially 

reduces  to a node v for which a.   =a    +ai^  and  a    =a.L  for 
hv    hi     xl vh    3h 

all h^i,   j.    Also,  the permissible  length of  the path to node 

v cannot exceed d  = Min   (d^,d.+a..). v J     i    ij 

Because the reduced problem   (in which  node v replaces 

(i,   j))has exactly the  same  form as the original,  the feasibility 

test   (3)   can be repeated  at  each stage  in the  enumeration. 

As a  first  step toward developing more restrictive tests, 

identify for each  j>0 an   index j'   such that 

a . ,.»p.   = Min   (a..) 
D'3  ^D       i<n       30 

Also,   define  /J^  to be the   (nonnegative)   difference between 

p^(a^i^)   and  the   "second   largest"  a^^;   that   is 

i\.  = Min   (a     )   -  p.   . 
3       fr"       ij 3 

Then,   for  a given  permutation   (i)=(i   , i. i   )   (representing a 
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sequence of nodes  in a path  from 0 to n) ,   define^ 

Sv15     =|jsj,c=^  and  i'.^i' 
" ■•■ 

r (i)     I 0 ^^^ Sv    1S einPty 

Max /^\ (A i.)  otherwise 

(For completeness, we specify that H   =0 and V       =0.) 
o o 

Remark 1.  For any permutation (i)=(i , i. , .... i ). 

io=0. in=n. k j^ 

D=o   ^-J    3    3=1   D-l j 

for all k=l, .., , n. 

(4) 

Proof:      Let V be the set of the k numbers   i   .   ....   i    and  let 
• I 0 k 

V       =   |j:i   fV and   i'   =q. I    Then we may write q       I       3 j        / 

Let  q* be defined so that A i    = Max...   ( A i   ). 

Then  it may easily be verified by the definition of  v that 

IM,    7{i)   -      T.U)   j    «Ai.      . i   (5) 

Thus, 

J6V^'      ID J j£V 
)_.(i)   p. .   +L    3^^=     L(i) (a       i+Ai^+a..     i 
jev1^     ID 3 j£v^   ;-q*       i  j^ D 1 q*1« 

q 

and  since i      =i,     can hold  for at most one  j^V a, we have 
j-l       D 4 

t    We use the subscript i.   to denote the primed subscript defined on page 3; 
i.e..    *..!. =  Pi.   • 

J  J J 
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and the remark 

follows at once. 

By Remark 1 we see that 

Z  (Pi  + ^XX)) ><*< (6) 
]=1   j      D      \ 

implies that the path given by permutation (i) is infeasible.  To 

obtain a useful test from this result, we must specify a permut- 

ation (i) for which (6) implies that all paths from 0 to n are 

infeasible.  We now show that a permutation with this property 

occurs by indexing the nodes so that d^ = d = ... = d , which is 

rui +
n

P, the same indexing given by Smith's result when " .  + P-  de- 

pends only on the index i., but not on the permutation (i). 

Remark 2.  Let (i) = (i , i, , .... i ) and (h)«(h . h., .... h ) 
  o  -L       n o  i       n 
be two paths from 0 to n such that (i , i , ..., i ) and (h. , h - 

1  2       k       i  2 
.... h^) are permutations of the same k numbers. Then 

C w - s ^ 
Proof;    Define the  set V as  in the proof of Remark 1.    Then the 

(h) sets V        may be defined relative to   (h)   exactly as they are 

i   :jfV{i)>= <h.:j^V 

Hence,     by  (5)   it  follows that 

(i) .a)   J^x    v      r(h) 
V       J = Z_ fh^ * ■;  for a^-i <!• This completes the 

q W a :, 

proof. 
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Theoreml.       Assuire  that  d,   = d-  =  ...   = d   ,   and  Let 
1 * n 

t^1   «     A   <Pi   + .   )•    Then  for  any numbers     v ^Vsatisfy- 
3 r(i)+   - ing the property of the preceding remark and  f V+ p. = 0, the 

quantity 
^ 

l^k^n  k    ^k 
Mcix^ (t k - d^) 

is minimized by the permutation (i) for which i.=j for all j. 

Proof:  Suppose a permutation (h) minimizes (7) such that for 

some j, h»h. ., .  Define (i) to be the same permutation as (h) 

. ITii) except that i.  =h. and i=hz+1.  By the property of 0 .  it 

follows that t v = *- v  for a11 ^ except k=j.  But 

*ir-*%-*%-** ^^r^- 
(i)   «c (h) (i)      -< (h) 

Thus, tV-d  =t .  -d,    and t +.,-0.        =t1!;' -d. 
3   ij   3+1  hj+l      I*1     xj+l   :,+1 hj+l 

Consequently (i) minimizes (7) as well as (h).  If (i) doesn't 

have the property specified by the theorem we let (i) take the 

role of (h) and derive a new (i) as above.  Eventually, we must 

obtain an (i) for which the theorem is satisfied, or conclude 

that the initial (h) already satisfied the theorem (i.e., h-j^h-j.! 

was false). 

Assume that the nodes are indexed as specified in Theorem 

1.  (The permutation (i) can thus be disregarded.)  Then, to 

simplify the application of the above results, we note that each 

v,   can be given by comparing exactly two quantities, without 
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having to compute 0 as a maximum over several a-i'j.  For let 

h=Wax (j).  Then 6 =Max { h ^> 6 u)   and ^v,=Min (AK. 6v). 
36sk y* h    KJ h h        h   h 

Thus, to compute v ,    it  suffices to select the smaller of A. and 
n h 

^ h for ff . and record the other as 0 ,.  (Note l>"h.) 

4.  Additional Sequencing Relations and Tests 

Continuing to view the sequencing problem as a constrained 

shortest path problem, suppose now that all arcs (i, 1) are "cut 

off" at a distance s, from node 1, where s =Min (a^j)•  Since 

every path must go through 1, the length of the path must be at 

least s,. 

Next consider cutting off all arcs (2, j) at a distance 

r0=Min (a...) from node 2.  Sipce arc (2,1) has already been cut z o-q  O 
off at a distance s, from 1, we can't permit ^^ a21"si without 

going past the first cut.  However, as long as r2+si=a21' t^en 

since every path must go through node 2 as well as node 1, we are 

assured that the path length is at least r2+s . 

In general, if we cut off all arcs entering node j at a 

(nonnegative) distance s. from j, and all arcs leaving j at a 

distance r^ from j, then if ric
+3T=akj ^or a^ n0(3es k and j, it 

is clear that n 

Z     (r-j+Sj^L (8) 
3=0 

where L is a lower bound on the length of every path from 0 to n. 

(We stipulate by convention that s =^=0 since no arcs enter 

node 0 or leave node n). 

The foregoing demonstrates a well known fact customarily 

proved algebraically (but given little intuitive justification) 
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in the context of solving transportation and assignment problems. 

Because (8) gives a lower bound on path lengths, Little et al [Yl 

use it in the test procedure of the tree search algorithm for the 

traveling salesman problem. 

Following I2J, Pierce and Hatfield also use (8) to deter- 

mine whether a feasible path previously found is better than one 

currently being generated.  We propose a different way to use (8), 

yielding generally stronger tests than given in (31 . 

Evidently, for any permutation (i)=(i0, i^ ^n^ 

k-1 k 

2 Ui +s  )+s =   L   a. . 

and hence     ^-1 

uyi) = h      (r  +S. )+si =dL (9) 

gives a necessary requirement for the feasibility of (i). Again, 

we seek to minimize Max^ (u ^ - d. ) and hence make (9) into a 
l=k=h        ^ 

useful test. 

Remark 3.  The quantity Max  (u T, - d. ) is minimized by any 
l^l=n   K    1k 

permutation (i) such that 

d.   +r. = d. + r. (10) 
S-l  ^  "j  "j 

for j=2, ..., n-1. 

As before, we continue to assume here and throughout the paper 

that  i =0 and  i =n. o n 
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(i* Proof!  u^'  d^  is a constant independent of (i) (provided i^n) , 

hence it is permissible to restrict j in (10) to j=n-l.  Then, 

rewrite (9) so that 

(11) 

(9) so that 

u , + r. = >  (r. + s. ) * d. + r. 
k  ]=o    j   1j     ^-k 

Since r.  and s.  depend only on the subscript i. and not on the 
j     1j D 

permutation (i), the remark follows directly from Smith's theroem 

We note that the tests developed by Pierce and HatfieId 

from (3) can also be applied to (11).  We derive additional tests 

based on (11) below. 

In accordance with Remark 3, assume that the nodes are 

indexed so that 

d1 + r! = d2 + r2= ... =   dn-1 + r^ 

and.let     £-, ~   2-*      (r- + s-i) • 

Also, define   , 

^%^^-t'- 
Theorem 2.     If j2»i   (j^n,   i^) ,  then   (j,i)   is a permissible arc 

in  the path  from o to  n only   if 

<y\ i     = a^ +   s.   -Si (12) 

and 

dvj - ü^ - (Si + r.) (13) 

Proof;  Suppose arc (j, i) is in the path.  Imagine a fictitious 

node v placed at node i, replacing nodes j and i.  Each arc (h, j) 

formerly entering j (h^i) is extended by arc (j, i) to become a 

new arc (h,v), where ahv=ahj+a.i.  Similarly, each arc (i, h) for 
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h^j becomes (v,h).  Thus, we may let v=r. and Sy^s^+a^ (possibly 

larger values are also permissible).  To assure feasibility, 

dv=Min (d., d.+a^.).  Since d.+r.=d.+r., we have d.«d.+r.-r.= 

^j+ail*  Hence d =d^. 

Let ON *denote the new value for cS. based on the addition of 
h   h 

node v as above and the deletion of nodes i and j.  However, since 

d +r =c^+r., we may conceive v to be (indexed) the same as i. 

Also, deletingthe index j, we may allow the other indices to 

remain unchanged.  Then, clearly oC * -  CTV ^or  fc<i.  Also, 

since )  is decreased by r.+s. and increased by r +s for all £_, -^  i  i ^  v v 
•* /k       ^/k 

k satisfying i = ktj-1, we have cK.*    s&\.+  (r^+s^)-(r +s ) , 

^j-1'= Mr1 + and hence öS   = öS,   + s.-(a..+s.).  If there is a feasible 
i      i     i  Ji  D 

J^-1^- path using (j, i) then o^^ =0, which is the same as (12). 

,k 
For k>j, ^  is decreased by (r.+s.) + (r.+s.) and in- 

creased by r.+s .  Hence, 
^  v v 

Also, from (12) we have 

j-l 

+s - a.. 
j+1   j+1   ^   i   ^i 

^XJ_" "^  a   + s.- s. 

which in turn implies 
3 i> 

r/s = a..- (r.+s.).  This together with 0*2.!= 0 gives j    ]i    i  i 3+i 

(13) and completes the proof. 
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Theorem 3.  Assume j<i, and let d=Min {d^,  d.+a  ) and 

v=» Mm (hj d.+r. «d+r .). 
u ,     n  n    i 

Then   (j,   i)   is  a  permissible arc  in  the path  from 0 to n  only  if 

C =  d.   + r (14) 

ek1"    ^ a,    + r.  - r. (15) 
v Di 

^"      = a      -   (r.+s  ) (16) 
i ji J     i 

Moreover, if d=d. , then (14) and (15) are irrelevant. 

Proof;  As in the proof of Theorem 2,   create the node v to re- 

T 1 k* 
place i and j where r*=r. and 8*s*a. . + s..  Also, let oK  denote 

the new values of O^ by this replacement. For fc«j, clearly 

^I*"^!' and for k^' ^Nc'1* "^k"1"*" rj+ Sj= 0* 
(We assume that the index j has been deleted so that the 

old indices remain unchanged through v-1. Also for convenience 

we assume that the other indices likewise remain unchanged, with 

node v simply "inserted" between the old indices v-1 and v.)  To 

obtain a feasible path from 0 to the new node v we require 
v-1 

o  (rj+sj) + s^ * d- 

Substituting  in  the values  for  s*    and d yields   (14).     Similarly, 
< 

for v = k<i     it   is required  that 

h0' 
(rj+8j) + {tyav " d^ 

and substitution directly implies (15).  Finally, (16) follows by 

We use an asterisk here to distinguish r^ and s^ for the new node 

v from rv and sv for the old v, which may not be deleted. 
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the same argument that justified (13).  That (14) and (15) are 

irrelevant when d=dj is immediate.  This completes the proof. 

We now consider how to take advantage of the relations 

given by the two preceding theorems.  We will show that it is 

possible to test arcs for exclusion without explicitly computing 

values ofOS. .  To see this, let jD.^d- + r, - /.  and define 

the list (m^, m2, .... mn) of the indices 1, 2, .... n so that 

hck implies &   = a 
""h  ^ 

Then, beginning with m,, consider the arcs (j, i) such that 

j  and  i,cX?     " Pm  • j>n\ =  i.    For all   such  j  and  i.C?\.     = /^m  •     Hence   (12)   can be 

applied to   p      without requiring separate determinations  ofOS^~ 

(for jsnn^i).    Likewise for all  j^m., ,   we have CK.   =   D     ,   and 
* X T      '   Uli 

(13) can be applied without separate determinations of ok for 
j 

these j. 

In general, for any m. let k = Max (m ) and k9=Mix» (m.). 

If k^ (or k2) is not meaningfully defined, we let k =0 (kj^n+l). 

Then J j-1  /? ^ ^ 
o^v  = /-'  for all i>k, and all j *= k, such that j^rn. =i. 

"he 

Likewise, Ö\.  = ^D  for all j such that m, = j=»k unless 

ko = n, in which case CK is given by >5  for a smaller value 
j   * "V 

of k. 

From these observations the checking of relations (12) and 

(13) can be considerably facilitated, and similar remarks apply 

to checking (15) and (16).  (Note (16) and (13) are disposed of 

simultaneously by letting j and i interchange roles in cA* and C^). 
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5. Applying Relaxed Te3ta 

Since a..= r + a*,  we note that (12) implies the less 

j-1 » 
= r •+ s . i j      3 

31       j^j-l- restrictive re la t ion O***.       = r^+ s^ .    This  information can be 
+ 

exploited with the following test procedure. 

Suppose that a (second) list Q0(q,, q_, .... q ) of 

indices is created so that r  +s =r + a    ■ ...■ r +s 
^1  «U  ^2  q2       ^n  qn 

Given that Ov?~  = JJ      for j satisfying k = j*^\. (and i 

satisfying m= i^k ^  consider the least h such that k2=qj>'m. . 

Then if >5 < r  r s  , it follows that the arcs (j, i) are 
"k %      Vh ^ ^ 

inadmissible for all j, i  satisfying k0= js-in  and m = t*k . 

More generally, by reference to the list Q, one can 

readily determing the indices j , j  j  consisting of 

those j satisfying k-= ja^n , and r, +s. =r.+a. =...= 
^    k       3i       3i       32   32 

r. + s. .  For any q such that l=q=p, if P ^-x .   + s. , then 
3p   3p m^  3q  3q 

the arcs (j., i) are inadmissible for all j. , i for which 

mv= i=>k  and q=h=p.  Similarly, if /^ = r. + s. , then this 
1 "^Y       -"q       -'q 

relation will hold  for  all   j.    such that h--q.     Thus,   regardless 
h 

of  the  outcome of the  test,   it will not have to be reapplied 

for a  subset of  the  j.    (either  for h=q or  h^q.) 

An  analogous test  procedure can be  used  to exploit 

the relationCK        = r.+ s.    (implied by  (15)). 

+ 
Similar   (slightly  less restrictive)   information   is  treated  in 

a  different manner by  Pierce  and Hatfield   in [ 3]. 
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